Why use a heuristic?
The average size of phylogenetic analyses is increasing. Research is being performed on relationships among large numbers of species and large gene families. However, many of the popular methods of evaluating trees, including parsimony (Fitch 1971) and maximum likelihood (Felsenstein 1981) , are so computationally intensive that an exact solution is not possible for more than about 20 sequences.
For larger numbers of sequences, heuristic methods may give a result similar to the exact solution, but in much shorter time. Heuristics used in phylogenetic inferrence include a greedy algorithm (stepwise addition, Swofford 1993), hill climbing (Croes 1958) , simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983 , Lundy 1985 , Salter and Pearl 2001 and genetic algorithms (Holland 1975 , Lewis 1998 .
Why use simulated annealing?
A popular heuristic for seeking parsimonious trees is stepwise addition followed by hill climbing. This combination is implemented by, for example, DNAPARS in the PHYLIP package (Felsenstein 1989) and PAUP (Swofford 1993 (Swofford , 2002 . However, as the 'search space' becomes more complicated, many random re-starts are required, since each search may become 'stuck' in a local optimum.
Simulated annealing is able to 'jump out' of local optima in a way that stepwise addition and hill climbing cannot, by occasionally accepting a worse tree during the course of the search. One or a small number of simulated annealing searches may be more economical than stepwise addition and hill climbing with many re-starts. Implementation LVB 2.0 is written in ANSI C. Internal documentation is provided by structured comments in POD format, which may be extracted to HTML files by pod2html (e.g., by using the supplied Makefile). Data matrix input code is re-used from PHYLIP <http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html>. LVB's source distribution includes documentation of some PHYLIP internals. LVB has an automated test suite, which uses Perl to launch LVB and collate results. The test suite is expected to grow p. 2 of 3 over time. A GUI for LVB 1.0, written in TCL/Tk by Mark Ludewig and Andreas Basios, is being updated for LVB 2.0.
Simulated annealing algorithm
The cooling cycle is controlled by several parameters. To simplify use, LVB 2.0 asks the user to chose between a 'fast' and a 'slow' analysis. Each of these settings uses a specific set of values for the simulated annealing parameters that have proved efficient (Table S1) .
Should the user wish to use different values for the simulated annealing parameters, this can be achieved by modifying the source code. The annealing parameters are held in a data structure of derived type Params. The type is defined in lvb.h. The structure is filled with final values in function params_change() in getparam.c. Parameters could be set to the user-defined values there, providing the values are acceptable (Table S1 ). For LVB to output the values in use, set the verbose field of the structure to LVB_TRUE. Temperature remains at a given level until a decrease is required by maxpropose or maxaccept. Following Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) , temperature levels are related exponentially, with the nth temperature level defined as T n = (T 1 /T 0 ) n T 0 . This is not userconfigurable but could be altered by modifying the source code for anneal() in file solve.c, for example to give linear decrease. Care must be taken to avoid numerical problems with temperatures near zero: the existing code provides guidance.
Where runs > 1, LVB outputs the most parsimonious trees found across all searches. With more than one search, all searches begin with a random tree except for the last search, which begins with one of the most parsimonious trees already found. 
